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Dear Minister Trần Hồng Hà, 

 
We, the German Foundation for Marine Conservation (Deutsche Stiftung 
Meeresschutz/DSM), are deeply shocked and concerned about the environmental disaster 
caused by Formosa Steel Company in Ha Tinh in April, which became known due to a 
massive fish die-off. Formosa Steel heavily polluted the coastal waters along four 
Vietnamese provinces, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Thua Thien-Hue and Quang Tri, by discharging 
untreated, highly toxic waste water into the sea, thus devastating the marine environment for 
decades to come and destroying the livelihoods of hundreds of thousands fishermen, 
aquafarmers, and their families. 

According to Vietnamese media reports, Formosa Steel has assumed responsibility for the 
ecological crime; apologized; and offered to pay damages to the affected families and for the 
clean-up. However, some experts think that there might be more than one culprit because 
there are many factories in the area which discharge their wastewater untreated into the sea. 

Therefore, we kindly urge you to make sure 

that the incident is again thoroughly investigated, including investigation of other possible 
polluters and including the help of foreign scientists; 

that cleaning-up measures are initiated based on such comprehensive investigation, using 
state-of-the-art technology; 
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that those responsible for the environmental disaster are held accountable and receive harsh 
penalties; that they pay for the damage they have caused and the clean-up; and that the 
people affected receive adequate compensation for their losses; 

that modern waste-water treatment facilities are introduced nation-wide; 

that the adherence to environmental laws in Vietnam is strictly monitored and that violations 
are harshly punished to ensure that such horrible incidents putting the lives of Vietnam’s 
citizens and Vietnam’s environment at extreme risk are prevented. 

Not least, a healthy environment is vital for humane living and working conditions and the 
growth of a healthy economy. 

Articles about the environmental disaster have been published on our website (www.stiftung-
meeresschutz.org/themen/verschmutzung-muell/101-formosa-steel-verursacht-
umweltkatastrophe-in-vietnam and www.stiftung-meeresschutz.org/themen/verschmutzung-
muell/103-fischsterben-vietnamesische-kueste-grossflaechig-verseucht ) 

We will closely follow the developments.  

We would appreciate it if you could inform us on the procedures that you and your 
government intend to take to address this issue. 

We are looking forward to your kind reply. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Ulrike Kirsch and Ulrich Karlowski 

Board of Directors 
German Foundation for Marine Conservation/Deutsche Stiftung Meeresschutz (DSM) 
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